THE ISTANBUL TENT
Boasting a history of 8.500 years, carrying traces of three grand Empires, standing across two
continents, housing the harmony of different faiths and cultures, divided by both the sea and
commerce, İstanbul is more than just a city, it is a HERITAGE OF LIFE.
Located at the crossroads of trade routes of the past and today, Istanbul is one of the leading
global cities of the world.
Istanbul continues to inspire investors with its geographical and social splendor and wealth as
well as investment opportunities.
Providing 27% of national income and 54% of the country’s exports, Istanbul is ahead of some
130 countries in terms of economic size.
Its geographical location and wide network of regional ties make İstanbul a leading capital of
finance, real estate and tourism.
Dedicated to the future of Istanbul and Turkey, Istanbul Chamber of Commerce was founded in
1882 and currently represents one of the widest and most comprehensive professional
organizations of Turkey with more than 420.000 members and Committees where 81 different
sectors are represented.
A trail-blazing stakeholder of economic development in Turkey, Istanbul Chamber of Commerce
continues its 137-year-long journey with enthusiasm and a never-changing approach to service
to promote Turkish real sector’s competitive power and highlight the Istanbul brand with its real
colors.
At the MIPIM 2019 Istanbul Tent organized by the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce, global
business leaders will become familiar with unique opportunities offered by leading companies of
well-established sectors in Istanbul, the Istanbul projects shaping the future of the globe, large
scale public and mega projects, giant housing projects, office buildings and shopping centers
ready to generate rent income as well as hotel, dormitory and nursing home projects.
MIPIM participants and visitors will find the opportunity to fulfill their projects and dreams at the
Istanbul Tent thanks to the distinctive service approach of the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce
and will be able to ask their questions to the representatives of the Turkish Ministry of
Environment and Urban Planning as well as legal experts.
The MIPIM 2019 Istanbul Tent invites the MIPIM world to rediscover the richness that Istanbul
offers.

